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HERITAGE SIGNATURE
POSTERS AUCTION
JULY 27-28, 2019

TIME TO CONSIGN TO
EMOVIEPOSTER’S
SEPTEMBER AUCTION

A rarely auctioned Dracula 1931
title card to be offered at Heritage’s
Movie Posters Signature Auction to
be held on July 27-28, 2019 in
Dallas, Texas. See page 3.

See Page 6

ORIGINAL MOVIE STILLS
Huge Vintage Stills Find!
75,000+ unsearched RKO and NSS issued
stills from the 1930s to early 1960s
It may not be the discovery of the Tomb of Tutankhamun,
but it is a close second!
Details page 9

UPCOMING EVENTS/DEADLINES
July 27-28, 2019

Heritage Movie Posters Signature Auction

August 2, 2019

Deadline for consigning to emovieposter.com’s
September Major Auction

August 23, 2019

Ewbank’s Movie Posters Auction

Sept. 17, 2019

Aston’s Entertainment Auction

Oct. 3, 2019

Ewbank’s Entertainment & Memorabilia Auction

Oct. 3, 2019

Ewbank’s Movie Props Auction

Oct. 4, 2019

Ewbank’s Vintage Posters Auction

Nov. 25, 2019

Bonham’s/TCM Presents … Auction

Dec. 17, 2019

Bonham’s Entertainment Memorabilia Auction

LAMP’s LAMP POST Film Accessory Newsletter features industry
news as well as product and services provided by Sponsors and
Dealers of Learn About Movie Posters and the Movie Poster Data
Base. To learn more about becoming a LAMP sponsor, click HERE!
Add your name to our Newsletter Mailing List HERE!
Visit the LAMP POST Archive to see early editions from 2001PRESENT. The link can be found on the home page nav bar under
“General” or click HERE.

The LAMPPOST is a publication of
LearnAboutMoviePosters.com
Telephone: (504) 298-LAMP
email:
edp@LearnAboutMoviePosters.com
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Heritage Movie Posters
Signature Auction July 27-28
A rarely auctioned title card for the 1931 Universal classic Dracula is one
of the many rare and sought-after posters to be offered at Heritage’s Movie
Posters Signature Auction to be held on July 27-28, 2019 in Dallas, Texas.
This wonderful title card with its dramatic image of Lugosi has vibrant, rich
color and the interior art is in very nice condition.

A second Dracula lobby card is also being auctioned. Considered to be
one of the best scene cards in the lobby set of this iconic horror thriller,
Bela Lugosi as Count Dracula is about to put the bite into pretty young
Francis Dade's (Lucy) neck!
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Other auction highlights include the following:
The Golem (Paramount, 1920).
Near Mint-. CGC Graded Title
Lobby Card (11" X 14").
Gone with the Wind (MGM,
1939). Fine/Very Fine on
Linen. Three Sheet (41" X 78.5")
Roadshow BP Style, Armando Seguso Artwork.
Foolish Wives (Universal, 1922).
Fine on Linen. One Sheet (26.5" X
40").
4
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Now is the time to start sending your consignments in for our September Major Auction which will
start on September 1st. Consignments must be in the mail to us no later than August 2nd to
be included in this great auction. In OUR major auctions (unlike all others, where they
pull LOTS of previously "unsold" items off the shelf, even ones that SEEMED to "sell"), we always
"start from scratch", because we always actually sell everything we auction.
What distinguishes OUR major auctions from other major auctions? Only the lack of any reserves
or buyers premiums, honest condition grading, and unenhanced super-sized images! You will
find an amazing "supermarket" selection of great posters from all years, genres, and countries!
Given the many incredible results in our June Major Auction, doesn't it make sense to consign your
quality items to our September Major Auction? We use our earliest consignments in our preview ads (like the one above), one more reason to consign NOW, rather than wait for the
deadline.
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Our recently-concluded June Major Auction was massively successful with $478,667 in
total sales and you can view EVERY result of each of the parts below (many auctions
only show you their highest results, some of which may have "fallen through", but WE
show you EVERY result!)
Here are the results of every item in the June Major Auction.

Part I Results (COMPLETED! $125,358.00 in sales): 399 U.S. linenbacked
posters (one-sheet and larger)

Part II Results (COMPLETED! $81,318.00 in sales): 388 other linenbacked posters of every kind

Part III Results (COMPLETED! $150,320.00 in sales): all other non-linen, including lobby cards and stills, but NO Star Wars items
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Part IV Results (COMPLETED! $121,671.00 in sales): an incredible
Star Wars collection
The results of the above Part IV all Star Wars auction were really
amazing, with many items selling FAR over where the same items sold for
in previous auctions.
Why do Star Wars items keep selling for more
and more money?
Remember that Star Wars is to today's generation
what Gone With the Wind and Wizard of Oz was
to the generation that grew up in the 1930s and
1940s. It transcends all other modern movies and is
in a class all by itself. That is why the prices for the
best Star Wars posters have continued a long
steady climb for several years, and yet the best (and
most rare) Star Wars posters are still far below the
prices of other top collectibles (like comic books, or
baseball cards, or stamps, or coins).
There is no reason this should be, especially since a
great poster can also be displayed on your wall (unlike comic books, or
baseball cards, or stamps, or coins). In spite of the seemingly "skyhigh" prices on many items, there is every possibility that years
from now collectors will look back on this auction as having been
one of the greatest Star Wars buying opportunities ever!
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Original Movie Stills
We’ll make it worth your
while…

Please click the link to
check out our eBay store!

Phone: (347) 574-9070
OriginalMovieStills1@gmail.com

https://www.ebay.com/str/
originalmoviestills

Nathan & Christine

Huge Vintage Stills Find!
75,000+ unsearched RKO and NSS issued
stills from the 1930s to early 1960s
It may not be the discovery of the Tomb of Tutankhamun,
but it is a close second!

Crime Film Noir, War, Western, Horror, Sci-Fi
We HAVE JUST BEGUN listing these stills in our eBay store
CLICK HERE to check out the 9,000+ stills we have for sale right now
Here are some of the movie still groups from
the first case we opened:
Case of Black Cat 1936
Adventures of Robin Hood 1938
Girls on Probation 1956RR
Day of Triffids 1962
Paris Underground 1945
Dodge City 1939
Many stills groups are in the original RKO &
NSS envelopes!
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Being processed for our
eBay listings now!

Partners65 Vintage Movie Posters
We’ll make it worth your
while…

Please click the link to
check out our eBay store!

Phone: (347) 574-9070
Partners65Store@gmail.com

stores.ebay.com/ Partners65Vintage-Movie-Posters

Nathan & Christine

Greetings all,
Please check out our eBay store
to view our latest additions.
We are always posting fresh
material, covering all film genres
and a variety of poster sizes.
We run auctions & have wide
selections of buy it now/best
offer items at all price points!
Please give us a call or send an
email for the best deals!

Quiet Man 1951
40x60
VeryGood
List: $600

Nathan & Christine

All Through
the Night
1942
One Sheet
VeryGood+
List: $1,500

Phantom of
the Opera
1943
One Sheet
Fine
List: $2,000

Fuehrer’s Face
(Walt Disney)
1943
One Sheet
VeryFineList: $8,000
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White Heat 1949
40x60
VeryGood
List: $1,000

Partners65 Vintage Movie Posters
We’ll make it worth your
while…

Please click the link to
check out our eBay store!

Phone: (347) 574-9070
Partners65Store@gmail.com

stores.ebay.com/ Partners65Vintage-Movie-Posters

Nathan & Christine
Do you LOVE

JERRY LEWIS?
If so, please check out our eBay auctions
ending late June and early July!

We also have Elvis Presley, Disney, Horror, Sci-Fi and Crime Film Noir
stores.ebay.com/ Partners65-Vintage-Movie-Posters
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BONHAMS ENTERTAINMENT
MEMORABILIA AUCTION RESULTS
An electric guitar personally owned and played by The
Beatles George Harrison sold for £250,000 (US
$317,853) inc. premium at Bonhams Entertainment
Memorabilia Auction held on June 12, 2019 in London,
Knightsbridge. The circa 1958 Futurame electric guitar
was used on the famous Hamburg tours. Other auction
results include:
The Who: Keith Moon's 22-inch Premier Ever Play
drumhead, featuring 'The Who' logo from his famous
Pictures of Lily drumkit, 1967 sold for £37,562 (US
$47,757) inc. premium.
The Beatles: A concert poster, Thursday, 21st
November 1963, for the ABC, Carlisle sold for £23,812
(US$ 30,275) inc. premium.
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Breakfast at Tiffany's,
Paramount Pictures, 1961, one
sheet, linen-backed, poster design
by Robert McGinnis sold for
£3,812 (US $4,847) inc. premium
Get Carter MGM, 1971,
international one sheet, signed
and dated in pencil by the artist
John Van Hamersveld along the
lower border sold for £2,550 (US
$3,242) inc. premium
Revenge of the Jedi, Twentieth
Century-Fox, 1983, U.S. one
sheet, rare re-called dated teaser,
linen backed sold for £1,785 (US
$2,269) inc. premium
Star Wars, Twentieth Century
Fox, 1977, U.S. one sheet, style
A, artwork by Tom Jung, linenbacked sold for £573 (US $729)
inc. premium

CLICK HERE TO SEE COMPLETE RESULTS
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eBay Auction - 90 More Modern Movie Posters
Ending June 30th
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Louisiana Movie Poster Pop-Up Exhibit
at St. Tammany Art Association
We had a great turnout for our Movie Poster Pop-Up Exhibit at the St.
Tammany Art Association Arthouse on Saturday, June 22nd. The exhibit
featured original movie posters from our personal collection which
represented movies made in St. Tammany Parish, the parish just north of
where we live
The Arthouse was part of the Kokomo Stroll which brought out hundreds of
people in their beach clothes enjoying refreshments provided by
businesses in downtown Covington. Here are some pictures of our display.
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NOW IS THE TIME TO CONSIGN TO
OUR SEPTEMBER MAJOR AUCTION!
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NOW AVAILABLE AT
MOVIEART.COM
LADY HAMILTON (U.S. title: THAT HAMILTON WOMAN) Italian 4f 79x55
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FIXER UPPER FAIR CONDITION ONLY
JAWS 40X60
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BREAKFAST AT TIFFANYS 1965 re-release 40x60

Inquire posters@movieart.com.
Kirby McDaniel
MovieArt.com
P.O. Box 4419 Austin TX USA 78765
512 479 6680

MovieArt Austin will sell no
reproductions.

kirby@movieart.com
www.movieart.com
https://www.facebook.com/movieart.austin.texas/
https://twitter.com/movieartaustin
https://www.pinterest.com/movieartaustin/
https://www.tumblr.com/blog/movieartaustintexas
https://plus.google.com/+MovieartAustinTX
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Hey, Collectors!
Have you subscribed to our once-monthly
Collection Connections newsletter? Besides
being filled with great articles about the
collecting world, it has newsletter-only
discounts and other fun content and contests.
It's free to sign up. Check it out!
https://www.collectionconnections.com/newsletter/
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THE BRAND NEW
2019 SUMMER POSTER
COLLECTION (Part 1) IS HERE
Dear All,
Summer is here and so is THE BRAND NEW SUMMER POSTER COLLECTION is
here with 200 superb posters all available in the NEW PRODUCTS section.
Those 200 posters are just the "Avant-garde" as the MOVIE POSTERS will be uploaded
thru this coming week and unveiled next weekend (you won't be disappointed I promise
you)!
So you will find today 200 posters covering the COMICS, MUSIC and OTHERS sections
with incredible images especially in the Airlines-Travel subsection.
COMICS :
Several Marvel Third Eye blacklight posters and cards along with Batman Mondo prints
and another set of DC Comics' beauties by John Keaveney (see below)
MUSIC :
* Many fantastic vintage concert posters as well s no less fabulous vintage posters and
limited edition prints from AC/DC, Aretha Franklin, B.B. King, The Beatles, Blondie,
Bob Dylan, David Bowie, Diana Ross, The Doors, Ella Fitzgerald, Elton John, Jimi
Hendrix, Prince, Stevie Wonder, The Who...along psychedelic concert posters from the
Fillmore, the Family Dog / Avalon Ballroom and several ultra rare Grande Ballroom /
Michigan posters by Gary Grimshaw not forgetting many sumptuous German Jazz
posters by Gunther Kieser and more German Opera posters!
OTHERS :
* Advertising: Featuring posters from the Blackglama series along with large Swiss
advertising posters and an ultra rare hand signed poster of Ida van Bladel's 1971 Levi's…
* Airlines-Travel: Another treasure trove of incredibly pristine and very very rare (most
linen backed) airlines posters from Air France, Capital, Cambrian, Eastern, Hawaiian,
Japan Airlines, Mexicana, National, Pan Am (close to 30), Swissair, Tai, TWA,
United, Varig and Western.
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Those are augmented by no less superb Tourism posters from Belgium, France,
Holland, India, Israel, Malaysia, Mexico and Thailand.
...and few more (no less impressive) posters in the remaining sub categories: PoliticsPropaganda, Various as well as Headshop-Psychedelic and Olympics.
Following is a sample of 20 posters among those 200 you will hopefully enjoy and
purchase...
We begin with what I consider to be THE most elegant PAN AM poster ever designed, i'e
the one advertising flights to the Caribbean in 1962. One can find many repros of this
image on the net but I dare you to find the original. Poster is linen backed.
The aforementioned iconic 1971 Levi's Jeans Dutch advertising poster hand signed by
designer Ida van Bladel. I also found a funny homage spoof poster called Jean's printed
in 1988, I guess one needs the pair! (pun intended!)

Most people discovered Captain Marvel at the movies earlier this year yet the
original Captain Marvel was a male and graced one the 48 Marvel Third Eye black light
posters and cards in 1971.
More black light design and effect with this stunning Aztec imagery used to promote
the 1968 Mexico Olympics. Poster is linen backed.
More psychedelic imagery with another magnificent design by Victor Moscoso for The
Doors' 1967 concert at San Francisco's Avalon Ballroom. Poster is in pristine condition.
World War 2 Propaganda posters do not lack punch when it came to powerful imagery
too. Check this incredible vintage 1943 poster titled This Is The Enemy with the nazi
beast planting a dagger in the Holy Bible. Poster is linen backed.
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Cigarette makers are also considered as the enemy today but one has to admit they
attacked us with style as shown on this large vintage 1966 Swiss advertising poster for
the Roth Handle brand.
I urge you all to see the recently released Amazing Grace concert documentary in
which Aretha Franklin delivers one of the most haunting soul stirring performances ever
given. Admire her soulful glow on this superb limited edition print for her album Lady
Soul.
The Mod era produced some of the most gorgeous creations, visual, aural or in fashion.
The Stewardesses' suits from United Airlines is such a perfect example as shown on one
of my favorites posters of the era dating from 1968 with a smiling beauty asking us to
"Come Fly With Me". The answer is yes...Poster is linen backed.

More iconic images with this incredible poster featuring The Beatles' portraits released
commercially in Japan in 1975.
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Magic can be very sexy with DC Comics' female Magician heroine, Zatanna, throwing us
under her spell with this set of 4 limited edition prints by John Keaveney. We also have
the individual prints.
Andy Warhol was a genial fraud and one with amazing sense of humor as shown on the
very rare vintage advertising poster designed in 1968 for RCA Color scanner Pig Bank.
This poster was never printed commercially and only displayed in a select number of US
stores with very few copies surviving. We got lucky to find one.

60's design and joie de vivre with this great poster for National Airlines advertising the
Miami lifestyle. Poster is linen backed.
Well being French born, I must say I prefer Haute cuisine to Go-Go dancing as shown in
this vintage 1963 France Tourism poster.
Jazz imagery is aways a source of awe. Admire this beautiful vintage poster designed
for Dave Brubeck's 1960 Hamburg concert. A pristine poster and museum quality piece.
Miles Davis is one of the names that embody the Jazz ethos. Here he is on the
impossible to find 1973 Michigan concert designed by Gary Grimshaw. It is the second
copy I find in 20 years of collecting. Rare as they come.
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Exotic Feminine beauty showcased on this elegant vintage 1971 poster from Hawaiian
Air. Poster is linen backed.
Rock's most powerful live band, The WHO are embarking on a new tour so let's celebrate
them with a great poster designed by Kii Arens for their 2009 Los Angeles concert.
I long travel posters which were not afraid to celebrate women's beauty and making men
spend big bucks to fly them away all around the world. Enjoy this beautiful vintage 1967
poster from the now defunct Cambrian Airways.
Well after this exhausting presentation, we deserve some fun time so let's go to Walt
Disney World but by train so we can enjoy resting before turning back into a kid with this
vintage 1974 Amtrak travel poster. Poster is linen backed.

* SALES: All our ON SALE posters are here.
* PINTEREST: You can all check all our thematic presentations on our Pinterest boards
here.
* Should you wish to be removed from this distribution list, please let me know by return
* The Blog archives are now accessible directly here
* Any questions, just ask as it doesn't cost you to!
* Enjoy the browsing and we reconvene next week for part 2 (Movies Only) of
the SUMMER POSTER COLLECTION.
Daniel @ ILLUSTRACTION GALLERY
email: daniel@illustractiongallery.com
Cell: 1 646 801 2788
www.illustractiongallery.com
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VINTAGE MOVIE POSTER
AUCTION GROUP OFFERS
ALTERNATIVE AUCTION

This is an alternative to auctioning movie accessories on eBay. Strictly
original movie theater accessories (posters, lobbies, stills, press kits, etc.).
Items that would have been officially delivered to cinemas around the
world. https://www.facebook.com/groups/369678630544953/
Auctions (starting a max of two per day; max six going at a time) can be
any length of time you wish but cannot run longer than 72 hours (3 Days)
from your start time. It is suggested that your auction be at least 24 hrs to
give buyers from around the world a chance to bid. Please use CDT (US
Central Time). We have vintage in our name but newer material is perfectly
fine.
On Fridays ONLY, we allow auctions of non-traditional memorabilia autographs, figurines, video posters, prints)
This group is NOT a discussion group! If you want to talk about posters
visit www.vintagemoviepostersforum.com (our sponsor).
Dealers welcome and can join as a page to auction accessories.
It is STRICTLY AUCTION sales. ALL non-auction posts will be removed, no
explanation needed
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Unshredded Nostalgia is
always interested in
assisting Institutions,
Universities, Museums
and Individuals in
building or expanding
their collections.
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LAMP APPROVED
SPONSORS AND DEALERS
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LAMP APPROVED
SPONSORS AND DEALERS
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LAMP APPROVED
SPONSORS AND DEALERS
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LAMP APPROVED
SPONSORS AND DEALERS
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